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Greetings all, 
 
A long time between drinks as far as the TORQUE bulletin is con-
cerned! This has been largely as the result of a lack of things happen-
ing on the Rally front due to bad weather Notwithstanding, there has 
been progress on the rebranding of MANZ to LMANZ  with both a 
new website and a Facebook page having been established. 
 
We hope for better luck with the weather this year and the upcoming 
Rally/AGM on the 5th and 6th May at Waharoa will be the first oppor-
tunity to “test the waters” as it were. A schedule of the other Rally 
events is contained later in this edition. 
 
As always , articles for the TORQUE  are in demand and any you can 
provide covering your projects or an aspect of your modelling experi-
ence that you can share your knowledge on will be gratefully accept-
ed for the benefit of the readership. 
 
We have some long serving committee members who are ready to 
pass the mantle to some younger blood so please consider taking a 
turn on the committee when the time comes to elect those to run the 
association at the AGM.  
 
You can also expect to be shoulder tapped to take a turn at the vari-
ous chores, (registration, BBQ, flight line management, etc.) at the 
Rallies so that everyone gets a chance to participate and enjoy all the 
aspects of the events. i.e. Committee members also want an oppor-
tunity to fly at the rallies!. If everyone takes a bit of the load it’s not 
burdensome for anyone. 
 
I look forward to catching up at Waharoa and to having plenty to regu-
larly report in future TORQUE’s. 
 
Cheers, Steve B. 

Editorial! 
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President’s Report       April 2017 
 
It seems like it has been a while since I have had to sit down and write 
one of these…… 
 
I hope everybody’s Christmas and New Year period treated them well 
and the summer has provided fruitful flying conditions. I would like to 
say I have made the most of them but unfortunately this has not been 
the case for me. 
 
Some progress has been made on my typhoon rebuild Dad has been 
busy working on the fuse which is now back in shape and no long re-
sembles a box of crushed wheetbix. Now I have my new workshop in 
order I have put the wings back on the bench and started working on 
the cannons and mounts. 
 
Some of you would have noticed we now have a facebook page, so 
far this has been a successful venture with lots of good feedback. If 
you have any projects, or have a problem that you need help resolving 
please feel free to post on there. 
 
We have also had new stickers made to be handed around so be on 
the lookout for these at rallies. 
 
If you have any suggestions for other things/items you would like to 
see (i’e, badges, hats etc) please let us know and we can look into it. 
All suggestion welcome! 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the rest of the team on the 
committee, your time and help has been greatly appreciated and has 
been an integral part of the organisations running over the last 12 
months. Speaking of committees you current committee will be looking 
for volunteers to help with jobs at this year’s rally at Waharoa so don’t 
be surprised if you get tapped on the shoulder. 
 
While on the subject of committees, at the up and coming AGM there 
will be vacancies on the committee. Please give some thought as to 
positions you may be able to help out with as these positions will need 
to be filled! 
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I would like to finish off with a little phrase, 
 
 “Though I Fly through the Valley of Death…. I Shall Fear no Evil. For I 
am at 80000 Feet and Climbing” 
 
I look forward to seeing you all in May. 
 
Hamish. 
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ESM Beechcraft Bonanza A-36 
 
Approximately 9 years ago I purchased the above ARF kit from Grae-
me & Carolyn Rose of 436 Model Shop at one of their meetings. The 
kit included Airframe, 2 sets of wheels and retracts.  
 
Owing to other projects it was put aside for 5 years.  During this time 
there were a number of ESM models being put together and flown. A 
number of fellow modellers were experiencing problems with the re-
tracts and in particular loss of air. After discussing this issue with 
Hamish we decided to sell them and purchase a set of Robarts. 
 
The instructions recommended a 108 2 stroke or a 120 4 Stroke. My 
preference was to install petrol motor however, owing to the method of 
construction for housing the nose leg I was unable to locate a suitable 
20cc motor. As the OS 108 was no longer available I settled on an OS 
120 AX as this would fit in the cowl with no cut out for the head. 
 
Whilst the wheels provided with the kit were suitable, they did not look 
scale. Rene Redmond suggested that I look at Sierra Giant Scale 
products. As a result a set of suitable wheels were ordered. All I will 
say is, that it is a pity their service and communication is not up to the 
quality of their product. 
 
Hamish started putting the model together 4 years ago as I was in-
volved in another project. He initially made good progress until he ob-
tained a Hawker Typhoon when, unfortunately, progress was stalled 
until earlier this year.  
 
For storage purposes I decided to modify the rear of the aircraft, by 
making the stabilisers removable and using Hitec Slimline wing servos 
in both stabilisers and rudder. The downside of this being that model 
would require weight in the nose. 
 
With a little bit of reconstruction, the OS 120 was a snug fit inside the 
cowl with the only cut outs being for the exhaust and glow plug. We 
were concerned that we may have a cooling problem, so we blocked 
off the left hand side of the propeller so that the air intake went over 
the head and exited through space occupied the nose leg. We have 
had no issue with the motor, and all I can say is that I am more than 
pleased with it. 
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As some of you are aware MFNZ funded the purchase of a set of 
Xcoy scales, for the use of Large Model members and these were 
used to balance the model.  
 
These scales are very compact and can easily be couriered. They can 
be obtained by contacting Rene at rpwp@kinect.co.nz . 
 

Owing to the weather we were unable to undertake the test flight until 
the Friday of last year’s AGM.  The completed weight is approximately 
3kg over manufacturers estimate. The first flight was uneventful with 
the extra weight having no apparent effect to its flying characteristics. 
The only trim alteration was a little up elevator 
 
Specifications: 
Length            1607 mm 
Wing Span      2045 mm 
Wing Area      6.06 sq. ft 
Tare weight   9.8kg 
 
Graham    
       
      (Photos were taken on the 6 flight.) 
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English Electric Lightning F6  by Colin Austin 
 
Having always had a soft spot for the EE Lightning I finally decided 
to take the plunge and build one after seeing Ted Allison’s ¼ scale 
version in the UK.  
 
Some correspondence with Ted resulted in him agreeing to redraw 
the plans of his F6 for me. I asked him to draw “just the parts that 
matter.” The plans were good but there was still a surprising amount 
of design work, with the usual many pages of sketches and tech 
drawings that go with a project like this. 
 
I decided to cut out as many parts as possible before starting the 
build with all parts being traced then cut using either the band saw, 
scroll saw or hole saw - no laser cutting here! It took about two 
weeks to cut it all out. I started the build with the fuselage, first level-
ling the 2.4x 1.2m work bench and adding extensions each end for 
an overall length of 3.6 metres which was the minimum needed to 
set up accurately. 
 
The wing construction was reasonably straightforward. The most 
difficult part was building in the required 3 degrees washout and at 
the same time keep the trailing edge of the wing tip, ailerons and 
flaps looking straight rather than a series of kinks. To achieve this 
the ailerons and flaps each have a slight twist in them. Great care 
was also taken to keep the carbon fibre wing tubes absolutely paral-
lel. 
 
90% of the airframe is covered with G10 fibreglass sheet. The fuse-
lage and wings use .4mm, the all flying tail planes use .3mm and the 
fin and rudder .2mm. After a phone call to Bostik and some experi-
menting, I ran with their recommended Bostik Safe Fix construction 
adhesive to attach the G10 to the framework. This has worked very 
well and allowed a good 10 minutes for positioning and clamping/
screwing etc. Once the G 10 sheeting was complete Alan Ladyman 
offered his skills and applied glass cloth to all leading edges, under 
belly tank joins etc. making a very neat and strong finish.  
 
As the fibreglass sheet cannot be bent to a compound curve the de-
tachable front end of the fuselage and the concave shape each side 
at the rear are balsa sheeted. 
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The tail end was kept as light as possible by using the lighter gauge 
G10 sheet and 6061 T6 aluminium tube to plug the fin onto and also 
for the tail plane torque tubes. The torque tubes are also strength-
ened internally with 7075 T6 machined and fixed in place with Loctite 
in the high stress areas. These tubes run in a pair of Glacier self-
lubricating bushes each side. 
 
The plan showed 1¼” OD 7075 T6 alum wing tubes (two per wing). 
They appeared a little light to me so as there was room in the wings I 
had Composite Tube Systems in Birkenhead make up 1½” OD x 1/8” 
wall carbon fibre tubes and sleeves which are working very well. The 
last time I talked with Ted he said they had strengthened his with 
another tube slipped inside, due to the originals bending, so it seems 
the right decision was made. 
 
Good drawings of the air operated retracts came with the plans. With 
only some minor changes being made, a friend Pete Oxenbury ma-
chined some of the more complex pieces on his CNC mill while I ma-
chined the wheel rims, braking system etc. from solid aluminium bar. 
The rims were made to suit 200x50 tires and tubes which were 
bought from Wheelco. The nose wheel is a 5½” Dubro. The air cylin-
ders to operate the mains and nose gear are off the shelf commer-
cial Norgren-32mm for the Mains and 25mm for the nose. A 280n 
gas strut is in each rear main leg for dampening and works extreme-
ly well. Gas Strut Services in Glenfield made them and remarked 
they were the smallest they could make. 
 
I decided early on to model the Lightning Preservation Group’s 11 
Squadron XS904 based at Bruntingthorpe in the UK. A camouflage 
scheme was going to be easier to duplicate than an aluminium finish 
and I also quite liked the look of it. Paint used was a very light coat 
of PPG One Shot primer and top coats of PPG Base Coat. Paul Bal-
four from AB Military supplied the spraying stencils, and there are a 
lot of them. It just so happens that Paul is doing the stencils for the 
refurbishment of the full size XS904 which is presently being carried 
out, so it was a simple matter to run off a set at ¼ scale! 
 
Power is two Kingtech K210s which have run faultlessly for the 15 
flights so far clocked up. Radio is Futaba running two receivers and 
a Powerbox Mercury SRS unit which includes a gyro – yet to be set 
up.  
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A Xicoy sequencer was used for the retracts /doors as it includes a 
pressure sensor and will pop the wheels down if the pressure falls 
below 60 psi. The Powerbox unit and the Xicoy sequencer were new 
to me so thanks to Paul Conner and Scott Purdy for helping to set 
these up…saved a lot of time. 
 
Being a Cat 2 model, 1 hour of flight time was needed for certifica-
tion. After the initial familiarisation flight, 10 flights were needed for 
just over 60 minute’s flight time with each flight including a loop, a 
roll and inverted flight. Overall the model handles nicely. The ailer-
ons are sensitive so I have reduced the throw and increased the ex-
po to 50%. The CG was in the recommended position but found the 
elevator response sluggish so have slowly been removing weight 
from the nose. Much better now with 750 grams removed.  
 
There is still more detail work to be done including finishing a pair of 
Firestreak missiles to fit to the side attachments. I have also ordered 
a 32” slightly under scale size drogue chute from Details 4 Scale. 
This is due to the long run outs on the tar seal with the brakes not 
being that effective at speed (like the full size). The design of the 
chute mechanism etc. is going to be a challenge as it has to be re-
leased from the underside rear but pulls from the top rear as per 
scale. 
 
Specs:  
Length OA; 4.170m.  
Span; 2.660m.  
Height; 1.530m. 
Weight; 64Kg. 
Wing loading; 80.6 oz/sq.ft. 
Build time; 3 ½ years. 
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Rally Schedule 2018 
 
 Matamata- Piako MAC Waharoa   

5th  & 6th May LMANZ AGM 
Contact: Gary Shaw  07 5791263   
Email:  gary.mary@xtra.co.nz 
 
Taupo Model Fliers   
14th &15th September 
Contact: Paul Masters  07 3767076   
Email:  p.s.masters@clear.net.nz 
 
NPMAC  
10th & 11th November 

 Contact: Steve Blackman Phone:  0274 812 575 
Email:  shb@xtra.co.nz  
 
Kapiti   
26th & 27th January  (2019) 
Contact:  tba 
Email:  tba 

 
 Dates and venues for October to be confirmed. 


